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I n just a few days of the release of 
this issue of Shaumbra Magazine, 
we’ll have the Grand Opening of the 

new Masters Club at the Crimson Circle 
Connection Center. It comes at the same 
time as we start the new Transhuman 
Shoud series. The timing couldn’t be bet-
ter; both events are significant and are 
linked to each other.

We opened the CC Connection Center two years ago. Since June 2014 it’s 
become the hub of activities for Shaumbra. After many years of renting facili-
ties for our monthly webcast and other meetings, we finally had a place of our 
own. With the generous contributions from Shaumbra around the world, we 
outfitted the studio with the latest electronic equipment, and made it a com-
fortable place for meetings and gatherings. Shaumbra from over 25 countries 
have come to the studio to be in the energy and participate in the events. 
Shaumbra from all around the world have tuned in via the Internet to enjoy 
the Shouds, Cloud Classes and e-gatherings. We had a big vision when we 
first started planning the CC Connection Center two years ago, and it’s fair to 
say we exceeded that vision within a very short time.

When the space next door to the studio became available at the begin-
ning of the year, we knew it was time to expand. As good as the studio was, 
we needed more space for breaks, meetings, video conferences and other 
events.  Before we committed to the new space we put out the word to 
Shaumbra: If enough funds were pledged, we’d go ahead with the project. If 
not, we’d simply make do with what we had. The results speak for themselves: 
We received over $200,000 in pledges in less than 30 days. But Shaumbra 
are Shaumbra: The	actual	amount	of	contributions	exceeded	the	pledges	by	
over	17%! In a normal pledge drive you’d expect to receive about 90% of 

By	Geoffrey	Hoppe

MASTERING
UP

http://crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
http://creativeaspects.net
mailto:support@crimsoncircle.com
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the total pledges, but in the case of Shaumbra the level 
of contributions actually exceeded the pledges by over 
$35,000. Amazing. 

Construction of the new Masters Club started in April. 
On July 22, we got our final inspection approval from 
the City of Louisville. It’s the thing we needed to offi-
cially occupy and use the Masters Club. Funny thing is 
that the Inspector came in as we were conducting the 
DreamWalker Birth webcast next door in the studio. We 
were in the middle of a very deep merabh of birthing 
when the Inspector signed off on the paperwork. In other 
words, we gave birth to the Masters Club during the 
DreamWalker Birth birthing merabh. How appropriate! 

The crew will be busy this week with last minute touch-
es on the Masters Club, getting it ready for the Grand 
Opening on Saturday, August 6. Decorations will be put 
out, the big north wall will get an artistic treatment of 
Venetian plaster in a deep crimson color, the camera tram 
system will be finished, the building sign will go up, and 
the entire Club will be cleaned to a sparkle before the 
doors open on Saturday. I feel like a young child waiting 
for Christmas Day! 

The Masters Club has been a magical co-creation with 
Shaumbra, our staff, the construction crew, Adamus, 
and Spirit. We had the vision, we made a choice, we 
allowed…. and it came to us. Indeed, a lot of work went 
into making the Masters Club a reality, but it was “fun” 
work. I define “fun” work as the kind where we use our 
human talents and strengths to create and expand. 
Sometimes we work hard to just keep our heads above 
the water, but in this type of “fun” work we created 
something new, something that will serve us for a long 
time to come. 

All of this comes at the time when we start our new 
Shoud series. I originally hoped that we’d have the 
Masters Club ready in time for the July 2 Shoud, but 
because of construction delays it actually comes at a 
more appropriate time. We kick off the new Transhuman 
series on Saturday, the same day as the Grand Opening. 
The Transhuman series is going to take us to a whole new 
level. Now…. we get to the core reason we’re all here at 
this time. Adamus has spoken about it in the ProGnost 
2016 and ProGnost 2016 Update Cloud Classes. (He 
even suggested that Shaumbra watch the ProGnost 2016 
Update as we launch into the new series. It provides 
the foundation for the work we’re going to be doing in 

the next few years.) Adamus notes that the processes 
of biological, mental and spiritual evolution have been 
slow and steady…. up to this point. Now, everything 
goes new. Nothing is exempt. That includes our physical 
bodies, our mental capacity, nature, banking, fuel energy, 
food, transportation…  everything from A to Z. 

As Shaumbra, we go beyond the New Age and even 
spirituality. It’s the time to bring a new level of conscious-
ness into our lives. We transition from being humans in 
search of spirituality, to aware, embodied masters. At the 
recent CC Angel webcast, Adamus noted that there are 
now 5 enlightened (realized) Shaumbra embodied on the 
planet. This was one of his long-time desires. He said it 
only takes 5 to bring in a ratio of light that gets the ball 
rolling. It’s quite amazing that all of this is happening at 
the same time.

Wikipedia defines transhumanism as “an	 international	
and	 intellectual	 movement	 that	 aims	 to	 transform	 the	
human	 condition	 by	 developing	 and	 creating	 widely	
available	 sophisticated	 technologies	 to	greatly	enhance	
human	 intellectual,	 physical,	 and	 psychological	 capaci-
ties.	 The	 most	 common	 transhumanist	 thesis	 is	 that	
human	 beings	 may	 eventually	 be	 able	 to	 transform	
themselves	 into	different	beings	with	abilities	so	greatly	
expanded	from	the	natural	condition	as	to	merit	the	label	
of	posthuman	beings.” 

Adamus says that he very intentionally selected the 
Transhuman title for the new Shoud series. While tra-
ditional transhumanists intend to use technology to 
transform the human condition, a new breed of trans-
humanists (Shaumbra) will allow a natural process of 
light integration to evolve their bodies and minds. They 
will honor and release the core compositions of their 
biology and thoughts – their ancestors and mass con-
sciousness – to naturally evolve their physical vessels. 
He wants to make it very clear that there are options to 
evolution, not limited to just technology. As a matter of 
fact, new technology without new consciousness could 
spell trouble for the planet in the decades to come. The 
combination of technology and power is a witch’s brew. 
That’s where Shaumbra (and other enlightened beings) 
come in. Our personal efforts and allowing add the 
element of consciousness. Power is no longer the driv-
ing force. Evolution occurs with light rather than in the 
blind. Technology serves humanity, rather than technol-
ogy overwhelming humanity. That’s	why we are here. No 

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognosttm-2016-english.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognosttm-2016-english.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-july-2016-update.html
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wonder Adamus says we are no longer energy holders, 
a role that we once identified ourselves with. Others 
have assumed that role so that we could become the 
Standards of conscious evolution. No wonder that we 
delayed our realization until now.

While the Masters Club may be just a physical space in 
a building in Louisville, Colorado, the significance goes 
far beyond that. We have grounded the energy of the 
embodied Master here on this planet. We’ve proclaimed 
that we are here, and that we’re here to stay. It’s the 
time of the embodied human Master on the planet. In 
the Masters Club there’s a big stone wall with a bronze 
plaque at eye level. The thousands of stones in the wall 

represent the multitude of Shaumbra around the world. 
The bronze plaque, imbedded and mortared into the 
wall, makes it clear that we’re here to stay.

Join us live online on Saturday, August 6 for the Grand 
Opening of your club, the Masters Club. It’s been a long 
time coming and now it’s here.
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FEATURED EVENTS

BON	ADVENTURE
Kona,	Hawaii 	•	February	12–16,	2017

Just	a	few	spaces	remaining! 
During the BON Adventure, we’ll work with Light Body and Mind Integration, 

experience the movement of TimeSpace, and experience 
the difference between mental thoughts and consciousness. 

MORE INFO

THE	THRESHOLD
Louisvi l le, 	CO,	USA	•	August	10–14,	2016

THE	THRESHOLD
Barú,	Colombia	•	November	18–22,	2016

The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus 
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to 

Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has 
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate 
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.

Registration	 opens	 soon! A premium Crimson Circle event based 
on what Adamus calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According 

to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has 
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate 
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

No	Shoud	in	September

Each year we skip one monthly meeting. This year there will be no month-
ly meeting in September. We’ll see you again on 
October 1 and November 5.

MONTHLY	MEETING
Louisvi l le, 	CO,	USA	•	October	1,	2016

MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/bon-adventure-kona-hi-us-february-12-16-2017.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/bon-adventure-kona-hi-us-february-12-16-2017.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-threshold-louisville-co-august-2016.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-threshold-louisville-co-august-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/monthly-meeting-and-webcast-october-1-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/monthly-meeting-and-webcast-october-1-2016.html
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE	VISIT	CRIMSON	CIRCLE	STORE	FOR	MORE	INFORMATION	ON	THESE	EVENTS.

NOTE:		 Not	al l 	events	may	yet	be	open	for	registration;	 	
	 	 Crimson	Circle	Angels	receive	advance	notice

2016

01	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online
10	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 CCCC	&	Online
10	 Annual	CC	Christmas	Party	 CCCC
17	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
31		 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online

DECEMBER

03	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online
05	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 CCCC	&	Online
12	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
18			22	 The	Threshold	 	 	 Colombia
26		 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online

NOVEMBER

01	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 CCCC	&	Online
07			11	 The	Threshold	Reunion	 	 Canada
15	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
29		 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online

OCTOBER

03	 NO	SHOUD	IN	SEPTEMBER
08			09	 The	Magic	of	Merlin	 	 Romania
10	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
18			23	 The	Threshold	 	 	 France
24		 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
29	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online

SEPTEMBER

AUGUST
04	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online
06	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 CCCC	&	Online
06	 The Masters Club	Grand	Opening	 CCCC
10			14	 The	Threshold	 	 	 CCCC
13	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
27	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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PROGNOST 
2016 UPDATE

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-july-2016-update.html
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bringing drastic change to the planet, including changes 
in technology, the human body and overall evolution, 
which has heretofore been a very slow process. He also 
says that, just as we are releasing the ancestral basis of 
our biology, the time has come to also release nature and 
our connections to Gaia.

Adamus clearly states, “Technology is going to change 
everything on this planet. Everything.” The question then 
becomes, what will humans choose to do with the tech-
nology and all their extra time? All humans are moving 
inevitably toward profound alterations. The question is 
whether they will do it through power or through con-
sciousness, and what will be the results of this choice?

Whether you enjoy technology or not, this special 
ProGnost session will open your eyes about the big-
gest shift happening on the planet right now: The rapid 
evolution of the body and mind. Some will do it with 
technology, while a few others will do it with light and 
consciousness. But one way or the other, the evolution-
ary leap is underway. 

Cost:

Special: Just $44 through September 30.

Regular price: $75 after September 30, 2016

Length: Session 1 (1:03:56) and Session 2 (58:37)

Format: Streaming audio & video, text e-reader

Availability: 90 days from time of registration

Translations: When text translations become available, 
they will be listed on the product page in the store. 
Because these are done on a gratis basis, we do not 
know when they will be available. NOTE: No refunds or 
extensions will be granted due to translation availability.

MORE INFO

JULY 2016
THE QUANTUM ACCELERATION  

OF EVOLUTION, AND WHY  
YOU CHOSE TO BE HERE NOW

Click to watch excerpts on YouTube

The ProGnost 2016 Update is highly 
recommended by Adamus to help under-
stand what is coming to the planet in the 
next few decades. It also provides the 
foundation for the upcoming Shouds in 
the Transhuman Series. We’re offering this 
Cloud Class at a special price through 
September 30 to make it more accessible 
to Shaumbra around the world.

Adamus’ message is so important that he begins by 
inviting you to Angel’s Peak for a look at what’s hap-
pening on Planet Earth and, from this compassionate 
perspective, offers a reminder of why you’re really here 
at this time.

Adamus first talks about physics, patterns and par-
ticles, how these make up your physical reality (including 
your physical body), how they are constantly changing 
and what this means for you. He talks about the flow 
of light and consciousness that’s been coming to Earth, 
especially since the Quantum Leap in 2007. This flow is 

PROGNOST  
2016  

UPDATE

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-july-2016-update.html
https://youtu.be/soi7zf0Z__M
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T he expansion of consciousness that is happen-
ing on the planet is having a profound effect on 
the power industry. There is a shift taking place 

that you do not read about in the newspapers due to the 
fact that human drama, politics, and world events over-
shadow much of the news in the media, but it is evident 
and apparent among those in the industry.  A shift is 
happening, mirroring the same shift in consciousness that 
we are all experiencing. In fact, the same words we use 
to describe our awakening journey have been recently 
finding their way into the everyday business lingo. Words 
such as “awakening,” “enlightenment,” “convergence,” 
“choice,” “sovereignty,” and “disruption” are now being 
peppered throughout the articles, presentations, and 

conversations among executives in the power industry. In 
fact, things have changed so much that electric utilities 
have moved away from the term “power” and replaced 
it with a more user friendly label of “energy.” 

CONVERGENCE 

Currently, there is a convergence taking place – a col-
lision of technology advancements, energy regulations, 
financial issues, and social forces that are reshaping the 
electric utility business model. This convergence is cre-
ating a major disruption and putting the industry at a 
critical tipping point that will drive either a new wave of 

THE END  
OF  
POWER?
By	Tanya	Mathur
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Figure	1.	Converging	factors	leading	to	disruption	in	the	power	industry

restructuring or completely obliterate the concept of the 
power company. 

Today the convergence of these unprecedented con-
ditions is putting pressure on utilities to replace their 
old energy systems. This wave of change that has com-
menced is being heralded by those in the industry as 
the “Age of Customer Enlightenment” and the “Age 
of Customer Awareness.” This is no coincidence as the 
effects of consciousness have bled over into this modality 
of life and parallel experiences are occurring that mirror 
our own journey. 

retail energy, consumers can choose instead to be self-
generating through integration of resources like solar 
panels, backup generators, participating in microgrids, 
and adding battery storage in their homes. They can 
become completely energy sovereign and choose to 
produce their own power while injecting what energy is 
not used back into the power grid. Customers are shifting 
from being a consumer (consuming energy) to now being 
a prosumer (producing energy). Is this not the same thing 
we are noticing amongst ourselves as Shaumbra?

This increase in consumer choice has been brought 

The industry is seeing a large growth in consumer 
choice. Since the electrification of society and the birth 
of the industry, utilities have been considered a monopo-
listic entity – utility companies provided power and the 
customer paid the utility bill with no questions asked.  
Things have since shifted in the recent years following 
the transition to conscious choice by conscious beings. 
Now, one third of the U.S. has electricity choice through 
use of retail energy providers, meaning they can choose 
where their electricity comes from and how. Aside from 

about by the desire for clean energy, regulations, 
and decreasing costs of distributed energy resources 
(a.k.a DERs – they are resources that reduce customer 
consumption or increase customer generation such 
as energy efficiency and solar panels respectively). 
However, renewable resources such as solar and wind 
are less than efficient. There are reasons for why wind 
and solar energy has not taken off with the gusto that 
most pro-environmentalists want. Their higher costs 
toof implementation are competing with low natural 
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gas prices resulting in gas generation being more 
economical. It is also due to the fact that these are 

intermittent resources dependent on the sun shining 
or the wind blowing. Capacity factors are calculated 
as power	generated	divided	by	rated	peak	power. For 
solar capacity the factors are roughly twenty percent, 
meaning only 20% of the total rated capacity is real-
ized. And in winter (at least in the southeast US) it has 
almost no capacity value due to the fact that winter 
peak demand occurs before the sun comes up and 
after the sun sets. Since the sun is not available at 
these peak winter times, there will be no generation 
to serve demand and some other form of electricity 
or storage is needed. Wind capacity factors for the US 
average around 30-40% and require a high capital cost 
to build. Solar farms (utility scale solar) also require 
clear cutting large amounts of land, roughly 8 acres per 
1 MW of power (wind farms ~85 acres/MW). So for a 
30,000 MW system in the southeast US to be replaced 
entirely with utility scale solar, it would require cutting 

down the equivalent of three	Smoky Mountain National 
Parks or 2.4 million acres of land. Not to mention, 

large solar farms can be a 
danger to animals (~3,500 
birds killed/burned at 
California’s Ivanpah solar 
farm in its first year of 
operation for a small 
amount of capacity). How 
is that environmentally 
sound? These resources 
will actually not be the 
downfall of the power 
industry in the coming 
years like everyone thinks 
unless costs come down 
even further and storage is 
made available and afford-
able. These resources are 
just distractions for what 
is coming much like CDs 
were a temporary distrac-
tion in between analog 
tapes and digital stream-
ing mp3s. They are just a 
temporary solution or dis-
traction on the way to sov-
ereignty. What most likely 
will be the downfall of the 
industry will be impacts of 

the digital technology revolution. Technology advance-
ments will surpass solar and wind generation to pro-
vide something else, something more reliable, less 
environmentally impactful, and more efficient.

TECHNOLOGY

The biggest factor adding to the breaking point or con-
vergence point for the power industry is the technologi-
cal innovation that has happened in the past few years. 
The tipping point is occurring in 2016 and will continue 
into 2017 with impacts increasing exponentially over the 
next 10-15 years. 

Digitalization has caused a technological and data rich 
revolution, and has caused technology to actually fuel its 
own growth.  We have seen the spawn of smart devices, 
smart appliances, the “internet of things” that allow you 

Figure	 2.	 Energy	 technology	 curve;	 tipping	 point	 in	 2016	 and	 adoption	 increasing	
exponentially	for	next	10	years
Source:	DNV	GL	Technology	Outlook	2025	
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to control energy usage in your home from devices such 
as your phone, and these things promote you to become 
more energy efficient, to reduce the carbon footprint, 
and to have more control of your power bill.  Thanks to 
sensors and cloud computing we are now in the era of 
what’s called “Big Data.” The world produces 2.5 quintil-
lion bytes of data per day, so much so that 90% of the 
world’s data has been produced in	 the	 last	 two	 years.  
Can you imagine where we will be in another two years? 
Businesses that are successful are taking advantage of 
that – being able to have access to that data, analyze it, 
and use it in a way that benefits them. That data will then 
help businesses understand their customer or stakehold-
er behavior. Google, Facebook, and Amazon are good 
examples of this. From a person’s internet searches and 
previous purchases, that information is used to tell you 
what you need to buy before you even realize you need 
it. And they are usually right. 

3D printers have a potential to change the indus-

try even further. Restaurants have popped up across 
Europe that utilize 3D printing to print meals. If 3D 
printing takes over food preparation, the need for other 
appliances used for cooking may become obsolete as 
a result. There will be no more need for refrigerators, 
microwaves, stoves, and ovens. They would become as 
obsolete as the VCR or cassette tape. The lack of these 
devices would reduce energy consumption and increase 
energy efficiency, once again putting utilities’ liveli-
hoods at risk. 3D printing doesn’t stop there. 3D printed 
buildings are already being made, and with this is the 
potential for printing smart buildings or self-generating 
buildings. This effort would support California’s initia-
tive which is to have all new homes and buildings be 
“zero net energy” buildings by 2020, meaning they are 
producing as much as they consume. This would drive 
the end of the power industry. There are 3D printing 
potentials in the manufacturing, automotive, and medi-
cal industries, all of whom are customers of the electric-

Figure	3.	Example	consumer	choice	around	the	various	aspects	of	the	home	
Source:	DNV	GL	Energy	Executive	Forum
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ity industry. Potentials with 3D printing are limitless but 
so are the impacts felt across industries, utilities, and 
financial markets.

All this innovation in technology has caused new play-
ers to emerge – such as Google, Apple, Nest, Tesla, 
Solar City, etc. – as competitors to utilities by providing 
more efficient or self-generating technologies to coun-
ter the generation coming from their old energy assets. 
This is something the industry has never before seen the 
likes of. Competition only existed within the confines of 
the industry itself in the past, but is now expanding out 
into other arenas of technology. These new competi-
tors are growing the market and providing the impetus 
for consumer choice. In fact, there are so many choices 
for consumers that it tends to be too overwhelming 
for them. For example, if a person wants to purchase a 
simple light bulb for their home, it’s no longer simple 
as it was in times past. If you walk into any home store 
there are endless wall displays of LED, Halogen, CFL, 
and still a few incandescent bulbs to choose from. You 
can get different shapes, bases, and watts. It’s similar 
to the coffee conundrum. You can no longer go into a 
coffee shop and just order a simple coffee – there is too 
much to choose from. “Old coffee” no longer exists and 
has been replaced by the more advanced and flavorful 
“frappuccino-schmino-mochalatte-caramel-machiatto-
vetti-spresso-venti.” The ability to choose is limitless, 
long, and alien to humans, but it is here and they are 
learning how to choose as they become more aware of 
the choices. The biggest threats to the utility industry 
are technology and enlightened customers.

The adoption of energy efficient measures such as 
improved insulation, energy efficient appliances such 
as heat pumps, LED lighting, air conditioning systems, 
and refrigeration reduce energy consumption, genera-
tion, and the need to build new power plants to serve 
demand. This has resulted in a decline in electricity-
growth in the US. The first two thirds of the century had 
high growth rates of electricity consumption; however 
the U.S. has seen flat consumption since the mid-2000s. 
Utilities are coming face to face with the “death spiral” 
which spreads growing fixed costs from investments over 
declining sales and revenue. Existing high cost capital 
investments from having built coal,  nuclear,  hydro,  and 
gas plants to serve electricity demand have incurred a lot 
of debt, and with revenue losses these costs are made 

up by increasing customer rates to meet revenue require-
ments. This increase in rates drives more customers to 
implement solar or more efficient devices to reduce their 
costs. This creates an even wider separation gap among 
the rich and poor. Those that cannot afford to have effi-
cient devices or to be prosumers have to carry the brunt 
of these lost revenue impacts by paying more on their 
bills while the prosumers see decreasing costs in their 
bills – the rich become richer while the poor become 
poorer. As we are already seeing division between con-
sciously aware and unconscious individuals, we will also 
see a wider separation or distinction occur between 
those with energy choice and those without.

It is no surprise that the power industry is undergoing a 
shift. It is no surprise that energy generation is a mirror of 
consciousness and all the work and shifting that you are 
doing to move from a “powerless-to-energy rich” life is 
flowing into the world around you. In an industry where 
things have been barely changing at all, the gravity of this 
convergence is forcing the industry to react faster than 
ever. It is currently the moment right before the storm, 
where we can see it coming. Some in the industry are 
preparing, some are in denial, some are running around 
shouting end times, and some are trying to find solutions 
by partnering with these technological companies to 
try to offer new services beyond power. Then there are 
those who are sipping wine, sitting in their presence and 
watching it happen. There are indeed those who are con-
cerned and fearful, feeling the impending death of the 
power business, but they don’t realize that this change 
is leading to something completely new, something that 
will allow expansion beyond these currently limited and 
literal “old energy” paradigms. The disruptive challenges 
arising from these convergence factors will transform the 
power industry and create a new reality, contributing to  a 
more sovereign and en-light-ened energy future. 

Tanya	Mathur	has	been	working	in	the	energy	industry	
for	16	years.	She	is	currently	Senior	Program	Manager	of	
Business	Intelligence	and	Enterprise	Performance	for	the	
Tennessee	 Valley	 Authority,	 a	 corporate	 agency	 of	 the	
United	States	that	provides	electricity	to	9	million	people	
in	seven	southeastern	states.	She	has	been	other	things	
too,	 including	 but	 not	 limited	 to	 neurotic,	 artistic,	 sar-
castic,	 tired,	hungry,	musical,	 enlightened,	popular	with	
the	introverted,	and	ridiculous.	Please	direct	fan	mail	to	
tmathur100@gmail.com

mailto:tmathur100@gmail.com
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i
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

CC TIPS

CC STORE
TRANSLATIONS

People often write to Customer Service looking for 
information about products that have been translated 
into their language. 

There are three ways to easily find this information.

1. On the main Crimson Circle website, click 
Enter and go to the More tab.  From there, 
click on the International icon. This will take 
you to a listing of all our international pages. 
Select your language to see a listing of all 
available products with that translation.

2. On the Crimson Circle store home page, sim-
ply click on the Translations icon to see a table 
of all available translations. This list is updated 
throughout the month as new translations are 
added.

3. Watch for the emails that are sent (approxi-
mately quarterly) to language groups by area 
which list all currently available translations in 
the local language.

CC WEBSITE
INTERACTIVE CALENDAR

We’re happy to announce that the Calendar, one of 
the best features of the new website, has just been com-
pleted. When you enter the Crimson Circle website, click 
on the Calendar tab at the top of the page. Then start 
exploring! 

The calendar lists all CC events, including live events 
with Geoff & Linda as well as teacher presented classes. 
You can filter by event type, country and presenter/
teacher. You can also search the calendar for a specific 
term, such as a city name, and navigate forward through 
upcoming months.

Check out all the details on the beautiful new  
Calendar page!

http://www.crimsoncircle.com/More
http://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/International
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/media/wysiwyg/pdf/Translation_Table.pdf
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Calendar
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Calendar
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By	Jean	Tinder

MASTERS CLUB UPDATE

Wrapping	up		
construction	and		
finishing	all	the		
little	details.

AUGUST 6 GRAND OPENING!

I n Adamus’ recent message to the Crimson Circle Angels, he stated that 
the new Masters Club is the very first of its kind in the entire planet. He 
said, “This beautiful Masters Club is going to officially open in just a few 

days, the first Masters Club on the planet Earth. Maybe many more will come, 
but there’s nothing like it. I’m not just talking about the physical facility, but 
the energy here, what is really being done here. What’s really being done 
here is grounding consciousness, and that’s not an easy task, as you know.”

As each of us have experienced in the process of realizing our own mastery, 
things didn’t always go smoothly. In fact, the Masters Club expansion project 
had more than its share of hiccups, delays and overages. However, as with 
our own personal mastery, the completion was always inevitable. And, with 
dozens of contractors and several hardworking full-time helpers, it happened! 

As of press time there is still a coat or two of paint being applied, cupboards 
being stocked, baristas being trained and gadgets being installed, and it will 
all be complete just in time for the August celebration and BBQ.

This Masters Club was built by and for Shaumbra, and is open to anyone 
attending an event in the CC studio. Although we asked for pledges in 
March and payment in April, Shaumbra have continued to show amazing 
support for this project. Contributions are still coming in, and as of late July 
2,183 Shaumbra have given nearly $236,000, every penny of which is going 
directly to the Masters Club completion. It simply wouldn’t have happened 
without you!

Be sure to tune in at 1:00, Saturday August 6 to be part of the grand open-
ing! We’ll give a live tour on air and truly ground the energies of Shaumbra 
around the world. 
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Hallway	from	the	Studio	to	the	new	Master’s	Club

MASTERS CLUB UPDATE

As noted during the April pledge 
drive, any contribution of $250 or 
more would be entered into a draw-
ing for a private session with Adamus. 
We held the drawing during a recent 
staff meeting. Each of the 478 entries 
had been assigned a number and 
entered into an Excel spreadsheet. 
Then we all took a deep breath and 
Alain clicked “select number.” When 
the associated name popped up, we 
were delighted to see that it was for 
long-time Shaumbra, Sue Loves! Sue 
happens to live right here in Colorado 
(which simplified the scheduling), and 
her session with Adamus will take 
place in August. 

We asked Sue how it felt to win 
the drawing, and she responded: 
“(I AM) Created / I Co-created and 
then I ALLOWED....and look what 
happened! It was an aha moment 
for me, this allowance. I was abso-
lutely delighted with the outcome.” 
Congratulations Sue!

SUE LOVES
WINNER OF THE ADAMUS 
SESSION DRAWING
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HO AND  
THE SAINTLY  
ARCHITECT

Ho loved to observe. If he had any passion, it 
was observing how creation unfolded, no mat-
ter its scale. It might be tiny particles circling 

around each other, creating new bonds and therefore 
new forms, or universes of whatever kind, physical 
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taste anyway, but every 
once in a while he 
sneaked in there and 
sniffed around, meta-
phorically speaking.

Tonight he sat on his 
bench in the Ascended 
Masters Club and 
observed how the light 
coming from the arti-
ficial sun in the ceiling 
was refracted by the glass of beer in front of him. It cre-
ated the most beautiful patterns on the table. Moving 
the glass just a little bit made the patterns dance and 
create totally new arrangements. 

“Ah, light and water. The very basis of creation. 
Transmuted into beer and light patterns.” He took a sip. 

“Wine,” he mused, “is highly overrated. Beer makes the 
very best light patterns. White wine might work. But then, 
why have white wine when there is red wine? But red wine is 
like a black hole when it comes to sending light through it.”

He took another sip.

Ho loved sitting on his bench, especially when being 
beyond time, for it had a very unique flavor. Just 
being. Doing nothing. Capable of creating anything, 
but with no urge to do so. “Isn’t this the ultimate? 
Yep!” He tilted the glass a bit to create some new 
pattern, but suddenly the brightness was gone. It 
seemed the sunlight was somehow dimmed.

Ho glanced over to the rear area where some construc-
tion was going on. The self-proclaimed Saintly Chief 
Designer and Master Architect was strutting around, dis-
playing utter complacency.

“Hey, Adamus, you have a second?” Ho called out.

Adamus slowly walked over to Ho, brushing a bit of dust 
off his jacket.

“Adamus,” Ho continued, “has anybody yet told you 
what a wonderful job you’ve done?”

“Well …”

By	Joachim	Wolffram

and non-physical. Lately he had come across a uni-
verse of fragrances to observe. There were entities of 
fragrances somehow inhaling other fragrances enti-
ties, thereby creating more complex entities and new 
fragrances. Amazing. A bit airy fairy, perhaps, for his 
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“No, really. I mean, this is unseen in all of creation! Your brilliance is so out-
standing. Your success in ascending so many humans is beyond imagination.” 
Adamus face had started glowing.

“And sure we need to expand the club. No doubt about that, but …”

“But?”

“Well, can’t you just do it the instantaneous way? Why simulate dust and noise 
up here? Just because those incarnates have to do it that way doesn’t mean 
we have to mimic it here and pollute the air.”

“What, you don’t like it?”

“I love the expansion, but all this dust in the air … See, my light patterns lose 
all their beauty.” 

Adamus looked at the weak light patterns next to Ho’s glass. “You have a 
point here. But the dust in the air is meant as a tribute to the good old times 
of free masonry.”

“Good old times?”

“Well, sometimes I get into this sentimental mood.”

“Really? Interesting. Speaking of sentimental moods, aren’t you getting real 
with your club people about having multiple selves at the same time?”

“Yes, yes, we are getting there.”

Ho shifted on his bench. “In that respect, my sentimentality calls out for bring-“In that respect, my sentimentality calls out for bring-In that respect, my sentimentality calls out for bring-
ing back the dragon selves.”

“Hmm, the dragons. Are you sure? Their energies might still be too strong.”

“Alternatively, we could bring in some fragrance entities.”

“Ah, you found them? Did you check out the area where they specialize in 
coffee fragrances?”

“No. What about it?”

“For the last several months I bring them into the monthly Shouds. Every 
time I make a big fuss calling out for coffee, and when I finally get one I 
deeply inhale the aroma.”

“And?”

“Alas, nobody gets it. That fragrance entity is hovering around, but it 
goes unnoticed.”

“I guess your teachings are too subtle.”
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“Perhaps, but I won’t give up. We just installed a new high pressure coffee 
machine here, and you know what? The entities are already lined up. They 
want to know what it means to get pressed into physical reality.”

Ho shook his head in disbelief. “So the dragons might be a better choice.”

“The dragons, yes. Remember those blow-ups when we tried bringing them 
into that group of Shaumbra crash-test dummies?”

“Ah, the good old times. Was kind of fun, wasn’t it? But that is quite a while 
ago. I sense that some are ready to handle the dragon energy.”

“Could be. But maybe we should have a new round of crash-tests prior to 
promoting it officially.”

“Sounds reasonable.”

“It does. Any suggestions?”

Ho felt into it for a while. “Well, I could bring in my alter dragon ego, Althar, 
and see what he has to say about that.”

“Good. You know what? This somehow calls for another bet. Are you 
interested?”

“A new bet? Nope, too much sentimentality for me.” 

“That’s a shame. Anyway, let’s go ahead with it. I need to go back to check on 
the construction. Those workers never do what they are told.”

“Are you kidding me? Those workers are only ghosts created by you!”

“Sure, but I like to have it as real as the good old days.” Adamus swaggered 
back to the construction area, already waving his arms and shouting at the 
ghosts.

Ho smiled to himself. Just sitting and observing always stimulates new cre-
ations. He emptied his glass and went off to have a chat with Althar.

Joachim Wolffram is an alter ego of Ho. As such he recently transcribed a 
series of messages from Althar. You can contact him through his website 
www.wolffram.de. His book is available on Amazon in English (Althar – The 
Crystal Dragon), Deutsch (Atlhar – Der Kristall-Drache) and Portuguese 
(Althar - O Dragão de Cristal).

http://www.wolffram.de
https://www.amazon.com/Althar-Crystal-Dragon-Joachim-Wolffram-ebook/dp/B01ICWPC3W#nav-subnav
https://www.amazon.com/Althar-Crystal-Dragon-Joachim-Wolffram-ebook/dp/B01ICWPC3W#nav-subnav
https://www.amazon.de/Althar-Kristall-Drache-Joachim-Wolffram-ebook/dp/B01IDBEOEU/
https://www.amazon.com/Althar-O-Drag%C3%A3o-Cristal-Portuguese-ebook/dp/B01JD4WCO0/#nav-subnav


THE ART OF 
CONSCIOUS 
DESIRING
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By	Kim	Seppälä

As kids, we knew how to 
dream. Daydreaming was 
as natural as dreaming at 

night. It was a sensual, playful, 
easy thing to do. We knew how to 
dream big, even though we were 
small. We didn’t let that stop us; 
we simply expanded our imagina-
tion and consciousness beyond the 
boundaries of our physical reality. 
Then, while we grew up, our dreams 
shrank. We learned to cage them, 
to live in mental constructs that 
were nicely organized in square 
boxes. Now we try to dream again, 
but the dreams are suffocated, 
unable to breathe within the box of 
conformity and predictability. They 
need to be set free.

In addition to 
losing the abil-
ity to dream, 
we have con-
sciously trained 
ourselves to let 
go of desires. 
We were told 
that if you 
are conscious 
enough, you 
don’t want any-
thing, especial-
ly anything outside of yourself. So we restricted 
our natural desires. How boring! I would never 
want to not want anything. Maybe that approach 
worked for Buddha, but we’re in the new energy 
now. We can have desires AND consciousness. 

The key to conscious desiring is to dream 
without fear. Obviously, that’s easier said than 
done, but just because you feel fear regarding 
your dreams, it doesn’t mean you have to suf-
focate them. Instead, breathe with your fears 
until you have integrated the aspects that felt 
the fear. Allow Soul’s passion to burn so brightly 
that it melts your fears away. And then dive into 
that desire. Really allow yourself to feel with 
all your senses (including your Master-sense) 
what it will feel like to have your desire realized. 
Don’t control your imagination; let it take you 
wherever it wants. Never judge your desires; 
instead make it your first priority to fulfill your 
own needs, and to give yourself experiences 
that bring you joy. Desiring is not a human inad-
equacy – it’s a form of self-expression. It is you, 
the creator stating its freedom: “I am that I am, 
and I can want whatever I want.” Otherwise, 
what’s the point of sovereignty?

Dream big. Dream small. Dream multi-dimen-
sionally and non-linearly. Let’s stop viewing 
dreams as a test of manifestation skills. It doesn’t 
matter whether your dreams come true or not, 
because they will exist in some dimension. It’s 
about the experience of dreaming. Dreaming 
awakens your imagination, opening you up to 
new dimensions and liberating your creativity. 
Dreaming is like sending an invitation to Soul: 
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“Something important is happening here on Earth. I need you to join me in 
real-time.” The fact is, we can’t live fulfilled, ahmyo-sprinkled lives and love 
ourselves if we don’t follow our true desires. You’ll know what your true desires 
are by noticing what brings you joy, what brings you peace, and what makes 
you feel inspired. Discovering your desires is not astrophysics, but nonetheless 
many of us are out of practice. If your desire turns into an obsession, or you 
get a strong urge to control it, it’s not a Soul-desire, but a fear-based desire. If 
it gives you an incredible high that’s followed by a deep low, it’s an addiction. 
If it gives you a momentary pleasure but leaves you feeling empty within, it’s 
seduction. Following your Soul-desires will always make you feel more in align-
ment with yourself and more balanced in the long run, even though you might 
temporarily run into some aspects. 

Daydreaming is really just another word for doing a DreamWalk into your 
potentials. Dreaming is realizing that even if life seems momentarily tedious, 
I choose to be here with all of my Soul. It’s realizing that I have a heart and 
consciousness and I did not come here to be a robot; I came here to feel. It’s 
remembering that there are more important and more interesting things to do 
than just solve problems and limit myself. It’s about feeling the passion within 
you so shamelessly, so freely that you don’t give a damn about whether your 
dream is realistic. Because if you’re a visionary or a pioneer you will dream 
of things that aren’t realistic right now, but they might well be in a decade. 
Somebody needs to dream the future or otherwise we would all be stuck in the 
past. Perhaps your dream is so pure and unlimited that it doesn’t fit into this 
world. But that doesn’t mean you should stop dreaming.

It’s about you loving yourself so deeply that you allow yourself to hear what 
it is you actually want, without having to please anyone. Just you with yourself, 
in a moment of raw honesty: what do I truly want? It’s about giving yourself 
permission to lose that mental control that says you shouldn’t want this or that. 
Want whatever you want and stop thinking there is something wrong with you. 
Desire is part of the human experience and part of the thrill of being here. Your 
desires don’t have to be about just pretty things either. If you are angry, allow 
yourself to express that anger in your imagination, do some angry daydream-
ing. Being aggressive in your conscious daydream is a great way to let out 
anger without hurting anyone. 

Whether your desires are soul whisperings or subconscious aspects rearing 
their head, it’s always worth listening to them. Even if a desire stems from the 
mind rather than Soul, it will give you important information about what aspects 
are ready to be integrated. And if you accidentally mistake a mind-based desire 
for a Soul-desire, it’s not the end of the world. You will follow that desire and 
soon enough find out what you actually want, on a deeper level. It could even 
be said that every desire has a shadow side to it, a subconscious part to it (until 
you become conscious of it). For example, the shadow side of wanting to help 
other people could be the deeper desire to heal your own wounded Self, or it 
could be to avoid your own aspects by focusing on other people’s problems. 
Instead of just abandoning the desire, which you can’t do anyway, allow it and 
become aware of the underlying aspects. 
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Quantum	Evolution
Highlights from ProGnost Update

Creating	Your	Reality
Merabh from Walk On Shoud 11

Adamus	on	Autism
Excerpt from DreamWalker Birth

Ride	the	Flow
Merabh from Walk On Shoud 11

The	Reality	of	Perception
Highlights Walk On Shoud 10

Beyond	Mediation
Merabh from Walk On Shoud 11

Many of us are scared of our own desires because of past 
relationship experiences. We think: “I can’t have any desires 
about another person, just look at what happened last time.” 
We associate desire with trouble. So many relationship prob-
lems stem from treating relationships (especially intimate 
relationships) as our source of passion. This of course is a 
misunderstanding, since relationships are expressions of pas-
sion and Soul is the source of passion. Even so, there is no 
need to let our disillusionment swing us to the other extreme 
by holding back our passion altogether. Freud did make one 
good point when he said that suppressing our desires serves 
no one. Just remember that you are the only one who can ful-
fill them. Sovereignty doesn’t mean that you never desire to 
be close to another human; it means that you acknowledge 
your own needs, that you please yourself by enjoying life and 
that you allow yourself to receive pleasure. Being sovereign 
means realizing that even when your desires involve others, 
it’s still really all about you, your experience and expression, 
your expansion and your enlightenment. There is no need to 
sacrifice desires for sovereignty; when you live in the AND, 
you can allow yourself to experience powerless passion.

You know that your mind has gotten in the way when your 
dream turns into a to-do-list, a goal or a plan. Dream your 
dreams, feel them, breathe them in, but don’t control them. 
Because the moment you apply control on your dreams, they 
stop being dreams and turn into agendas. Healthy dreams 
are free: they roam, shift and expand as we do. A dream is a 
potential that is in alignment with your expansion. See your 
dream as a beginning, an open doorway into something new 
rather than a defined outcome; then it can grow without the 
limitations of the mind.

The Master doesn’t dream in order to manifest. The Master 
dreams for the joy of dreaming and manifestation is the natu-
ral side-effect. Desires are not problems in need of solving; 
they are way-showers to your creative solutions. Then con-
sciously feeling your desire becomes even more interesting 
than fulfilling it. You dream because that’s what creators do. 
We dream, we create, and then we dream new things – and 
that’s called expansion. Sweet dreams, Shaumbra.

Kim	can	be	contacted	through		
her	website	www.kimseppala.com	or	
her	blog	liveyourdivinity.wordpress.com/.	

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheCrimsonCircle/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soi7zf0Z__M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8mtZAAtQYo
https://youtu.be/hpA3yg8hm_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdH6SwQKJ_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pv95R7cKSyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz7P30nF2GY
http://www.kimseppala.com
https://liveyourdivinity.wordpress.com/
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION

Most Cloud Classes will 
remain available indefinitely. 
You have 90 days streaming 
access from the date of pur-
chase (or from the date of 
broadcast, if applicable). 

We also provide online 
English transcripts and text 
translations when available. 
We hope you enjoy these 
essential offerings!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• Four Masters in Munich

• Freedom… Now What?

• ProGnost 2016

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• Ancestral Freedom

• Addiction Unplugged

• New Earth Update

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• Consciousness Revolution

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

During this unforgettable day in Munich, Shaumbra 
heard from four different entities. Adamus emceed, 
talking about presence, the (insolvable) puzzle of life 
and moving into a power-less and energy-rich life. 
Then Shaumbra welcomed Madame Blavatsky with 
her passionate invitation to allow your dream, and 
dear Kuthumi with his amusing and heartfelt story of 
walking on.

Then, for the first time in seven years, we heard the 
words “And so it is” from beloved Tobias. With inex-
plicable sparkles visibly dancing around him, Tobias 
reminisced about his precious time with Shaumbra, and 
shared some of Sam’s adventures and dreams. There 
wasn’t a dry eye in the house when he finally bade the 
audience farewell.

4 MASTERS IN MUNICH

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $22 ($44 after August 31)

WATCH EXCERPTS

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/4-masters-in-munichx.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/4-maestros-en-munich.html
https://youtu.be/LvXf-QbVoKU
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MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

The Masters lives in the “and,” allowing their conscious-
ness to be aware of the many different dimensions and 
realities in which they exist. In this Cloud Class Adamus 
uses practical examples and visual illustrations to help 
you truly experience the “many” consciousness. Rather 
than overwhelming to the senses, it becomes a grand 
realization of mastery. 

This beautiful presentation includes four channeled ses-
sions, including three deep merabh experiences. It also 
includes four downloadable music tracks that you can 
keep and revisit whenever you wish.

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 2: I AM HERE

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $195

WATCH EXCERPTS

WATCH EXCERPTS

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

We’ve gone beyond awakening; now is the time to live 
as realized Masters. Transfiguration is about how our 
biology is bringing light into every cell of the body. 

Adamus says that it’s like rebuilding one’s entire car 
while speeding down the road at 90 mph. We are going 
into polymorphosis, becoming many at the same time. 
It is a huge transformation – no wonder we’re feeling it 
in our tissue and organs and bones.

The Master’s Life – Transfiguration includes five sessions 
with four consciousness-shifting merabhs during the 
sessions. Are you ready?

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 1: TRANSFIGURATION

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $195

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES 

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-2-i-am-here.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/la-vida-del-maestro-capitulo-2-yo-estoy-aqui.html
https://youtu.be/j8_oViZOs7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhmRMhQdqm0
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-1-es-transfiguration.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-1-transfiguration-3524.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle TeacherBy Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

ECHOES 
AND 
SEEDS

July… what a month it was. In the Crimson Circle world, we had the final 
Shoud of the Walk On Series (already?!), the ProGnost Update (quantum evo-
lution anyone?), Embodied Consciousness (simply beyond words), the launch 
of Keahak VI and the near completion of the Masters Club, to mention just a 
few little things. And the world! I can’t even keep track of all that’s going on, 
but here in the U.S. there was our Independance Day holiday, more clashes 
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with police, and two chaotic political conventions. Back in January, Adamus 
said that there would be so many things happening this year, one after anoth-
er after another, that it would be a challenge to keep our balance and not get 
swept away in the chaos and drama. As usual, he was right, and it appears the 
‘fun’ will continue for quite a while. 

Then I remember – we asked for this! We’re here for change, first within 
ourselves but also in the world, and now it’s happening. Yes, it’s bumpy, cha-
otic and a bit insane, but it’s also inspiring, breathtaking, even exhilarating, 
depending on the perspective you choose. Are we in dire peril or on the 
verge of heaven on earth? Perspective is, after all, what creates reality. And 
if we can notice when it includes fear, that can be very useful information on 
the path to integration.

For instance, one of the presidential candidates in the news actually inspired	
a lot of people, myself included. I liked that the campaign wasn’t about fear 
but rather “we’re in this together and we can fix it together,” and that instead 
of being bought and paid for by the “establishment,” it was funded on small 
donations from individual Americans. For the first time in a very long time 
I found myself caring about the political game, my passion inspired by the 
potential to choose consciousness instead of power, for integrity to matter 
more than greed. “It’s working!!” I thought. “We’re bringing consciousness to 
the world and it’s showing!” I eagerly jumped out from behind the short wall 
and into the fray, only to quickly become attached to a particular outcome 
and then feel devastated when it didn’t unfold the way I’d imagined. 

Ah, duality is such a thrilling game! But that inner grief caught my attention. 
Why did I care so much? Why did I get so caught up in it when I really do 
know that all is well in all of creation? In fact, why am I still	caught up in it? 
No judgment toward myself, just curiosity. And, because every question gen-
erates its answer, the memories started drifting in. “This isn’t the first time… 
remember when it all went so bad before? Remember when they didn’t listen, 
when they refused to understand? Remember when they chose fear instead of 
faith, power instead of truth? Remember how powerless I	was? And remem-
ber when I had	the power, how intoxicating it was?” Oh, so many echoes of 
the past. I was feeling the grief of past disappointments, dashed dreams and 
lifetimes lost. A tender compassion welled up for all those other times when 
it didn’t work out. 

My passion in this lifetime is consciousness – expanding, awakening, 
enlightening consciousness. Like you, I’ve been at it for a long, long time and 
excitement grows when I see it unfolding. Then I remember feeling similar 
hope in the past, only to watch things fall apart yet again. Is this time really	
any different? Ah, time to step back, mosey over behind that short wall again 
and take a deep breath. Yes, something is	new this time, I can feel it. Things 
are	 changing. It’s not the same old fight and it won’t have the same old 
outcome. Individual moments and candidates and events don’t really even 
matter that much. What does matter is that the seeds of consciousness have 
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been planted, they’re sprouting, and nothing can stop the frui-
tion. While individual sprouts may not take root for a while, the 
whole crop cannot be destroyed. This new day isn’t for building 
on echoes of the past, but on the seeds of potential.

All this is encouraging when I watch the world from Angel’s 
Peak, but it’s even more helpful when I apply it to myself. I 
don’t have to fight anymore. I don’t have to make sure this 
happens or that doesn’t happen. I don’t have to try so damned 
hard to get it right. I can let go – again and again. I can play in 
the melee if I want to, but nothing bad will happen if I don’t. 
No one needs me to convince them of anything. I don’t even 
have to fear that the “wrong” person will get elected, because 
consciousness	 is	 happening. People, groups, countries may 
choose some interesting experiences to go through, but the 
whole world is going new. Birth is messy; rebirth, even messier. 
But it’s why we’re here, and it really is happening.

The key for each of us is to come back to Self – over and 
over again. Come back to the Body of Consciousness, the inte-
grated, compassionate, sovereign One that you are, because 
there lie all the aspects, all the echoes, all the dreams and all 
the potentials. And when they come together, all limitations 
and fears simply cease to exist. Perception and therefore reality 
changes, maybe not for everyone, but definitely for you. 

I love what Adamus has been saying recently about the Body 
of Consciousness. He’s talked about it occasionally in the past, 
but now I’m beginning to understand how critical it is to what 
we’re doing. In fact, realizing the Body of Consciousness IS 
what we’re doing. It’s where the AND exists, an infinite bubble 
of All That I Am, Have Ever Been and Will Ever Be, unfathomed 
by the human but in existence nonetheless. 

In a recent Keahak VI channel, Adamus explained in more 
detail how the body, mind and spirit all come together in the 
Body of Consciousness, no longer separate from each other, yet 
still individual and unique. But how does it work? How can the 
physical body or the mind or the spirit merge into the Body of 
Consciousness and still be itself? Then a metaphor appeared, 
one that has come in before but now with a new significance. 

If you’ve ever used a color printer, you know that an infinite 
range of colors can be produced from an original palette of just 
three. Anything you can imagine can be replicated with red, 
green and blue (or cyan, magenta and yellow for the purists), 
with black added in for richness and depth. When a printer 
is switched on the first time, it will print a test page where 
you might see identical images in three different colors. And 
together they will produce whatever color you desire. 
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Now imagine yourself in a similar way – body, mind and spirit represented 
by three different colors. Imagine that each ‘color’ has made many beautiful 
creations on its own, sometimes mixing a little bit with one or the other, but 
usually determined to create its own version of reality. Each version is true, but 
oh so limited. No matter how intricate and perfect the image might be, it is 
still that single color. Sometimes the colors clash – body doing its own thing 
while mind tries to control it; mind racing ahead while spirit just waits; spirit 
trying to rise at the expense of the body. You know these struggles all too 
well – each color unwilling to be obliterated, knowing its innate importance; 
each part able to create yet always incomplete.

Now comes the invitation to merge them all together, the red and	the blue 
and	the green. None of them wrong, none needing fixed or saved by another, 
each adding to the whole. When they finally stop competing and allow the 
reunion, the outcome is so	much more than any single one could have possibly 
created or imagined. How could plain green imagine the rich depth of indigo 
and purple and gold? How could the human body fathom limitless existence?

That’s what Adamus is inviting us to allow – a reality of richness and depth 
beyond anything we could possibly imagine. And in this reality, where all the 
colors come alive, where all of Self is present, duality ceases to exist. My mind 
no longer fighting with my heart; my body no longer rejected by my spirit; this 
candidate is no longer the mortal enemy of that one; evil no longer something 
to fear. Beyond duality the potentials are unlimited. 

So, when you see the news, read the fear, feel the pain, gasp at the chaos, 
play in it for a little while if you want to, and then come back home. Take a 
deep, luxurious breath and allow your Self to come together – body, mind and 
soul. Describing how it feels is pretty much impossible. Words like richness, 
stillness, fullness, depth and peace all apply, but can only point in the general 
direction. But the more you allow yourself to come together in your Body of 
Consciousness, the more you’ll feel it. 

The seeds we’ve been planting are seeds of integration, homecoming and 
consciousness. If we give too much heed to the anguished echoes of the past, 
we’ll think our side has to win, else disaster will befall. But if we inspire the 
fragile new sprouts of consciousness with our own, already in full bloom, the 
potentials are unlimited. No longer is this color better than that one; together 
they are infinitely more. When we can remember it for ourselves, then we can 
watch how it unfolds in the world. It might be astonishing. Messy, yes, but 
possibly miraculous, for anything becomes possible. 

Remember that all colors merged together create white. And all of self 
merged together – echoes of the past, seeds of the future and everything in 
between – create the radiant Self that lights up the world. 

Take a deep breath into your Body of Consciousness, where all is truly well.
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September 9–11, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

October 28–30, 2016 
Dalkeith, Australia 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

April 28–30, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

August 5–7, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Antje Westermann

August 19–21, 2016 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

September 2–4, 2016 
Adelaide, Australia 
Margaret Wild

September 9–11, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

September 22–24, 2016 
Belin–Béliet, France 
Jean–Pascal Danos

September 23–25, 2016 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
DEATH	TRANSITIONS

August 19–21, 2016 
Silkeborg, Denmark 
Anne Soevang

August 26–28, 2016 
Campinas, SP, Brazil 
Luiz Antonio Viotto

August 20–21, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

September 10–11, 2016 
Cascais, Portugal 
Raquel Miranda and Ruud den Turk

August 5–7, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

September 23–25, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

October 21–23, 2016 
Dalkeith, Australia 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

November 11–13, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

January 20–22, 2017 
Walding by Linz, Austria 
Andrea Fuchs

April 21–23, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

August 12–14, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

August 19–21, 2016 
Fjell near Bergen, Norway 
Evy Finjord Heggelund

September 23–25, 2016 
Hudson, Quebec, Canada 
Brenda Harley

October 28–30, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

October 28–30, 2016 
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany 
Karin Hoyer

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®	
SCHOOL

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DISCOVERING		
YOUR	PASSION

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™	
ASCENSION	
TRANSITIONS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
LIFE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_TceKVOv-Y
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qI0bHreSGZY
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOUqgS4Fl-w
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRwZczztWwQ
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
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August 26–28, 2016 
Basel, Switzerland 
Marika Kontuniemi

September 16–18, 2016 
Sydney, Australia 
Jann Morgan

October 14–16, 2016 
Dalkeith, Australia 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

November 4–6, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

April 24–26, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

September 29–October 2, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

August 5–7, 2016 
Bruchsal, Germany 
Viola Koehler and Maria Kempe

August 5–7, 2016 
Campinas, SP, Brazil 
Luiz Antonio Viotto

August 9–11, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

August 12–14, 2016 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Tammie ORielly and Ann Dexter

August 12–14, 2016 
Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

August 13–15, 2016 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

August 19–21, 2016 
Cluj–Napoca, Romania 
Florin–Viorel Ilea and Delia Adriana Gaga

August 20–22, 2016 
Hillerod, Denmark 
Anne Soevang

August 21–23, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

August 26–28, 2016 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

September 2–4, 2016 
Zurich, Switzerland 
Christian Meister and Mirella Baumgartner

September 9–11, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

September 23–25, 2016 
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany 
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

October 1–3, 2016 
Sydney, Australia 
Jann Morgan and Sharon Keith

October 14–16, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger and Dagmar Wollenweber

October 15–17, 2016 
Bogota, Colombia 
Elizabeth Florez and Susana Amador

October 21–23, 2016 
Eugene, Oregon, United States 
John McCurdy and Mary Beth Shewan

October 21–23, 2016 
Silkeborg, Denmark 
Anne Soevang

November 4–6, 2016 
Dalkeith, Australia 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska and Jacquiline Bowsher

November 25–27, 2016 
Zurich, Switzerland

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

SEXUAL	ENERGIES	
SCHOOL	

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

JOURNEY	OF	THE	
ANGELS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

NEW	ENERGY	
SYNCHROTIZETM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTwXAhzoXmA
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-sexual-energies-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5N6EQ6OLNg
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
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CRIMSON  
CIRCLE 

TEACHER 
TRAINING

READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?

There can be many different reasons that someone decides to 
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training. 

Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the mate-
rial, and some love sharing their insights with others and con-

ducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a  
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your  

personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:

Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach

Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School

Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,  
or contact Maija Leisso for more information 

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications  
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and  

DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified  
Sexual Energies School teacher.

MORE INFO

ASPECTOLOGY	TEACHER	TRAINING

August 5-8, 2016 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Gerd Heesen and Brise Baulitz

mailto:maija@crimsoncircle.com
http://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events/AdvancedStudies/TeacherTrainings.aspx
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DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

N E W  T R A N S L A T I O N S
Category Title Language Link

Cloud 
Class

4	Masters		
in	Munich RO,SR,ES MORE INFO

Cloud 
Class

Freedom…	Now	
What? LV MORE INFO

Cloud 
Class

Ancestral	
Freedom DE,IT,JP,NO,PT,RO,RU,ES MORE INFO

Intensives Crystal	
Consciousness NL,FR,IT,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU,ES MORE INFO

Dream- 
Walk

DreamWalk	
Beyond	the	Noise LV,PL MORE INFO

PSC New	Energy	
Synchrotize JP,NO,RO,RU,SR,ES MORE INFO

PSC Standard	
Technology DE,IT,JP,NO,RO,RU,SR,ES MORE INFO

FREE Darkness	 is	 Your	
Divinity FR,DE,PL,RO,SR,ES MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/media/wysiwyg/pdf/Translation_Table.pdf
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/4-masters-in-munichx.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/freedom-now-what.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/ancestral-freedom.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/crystal-consciousness.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalk-this-is-yours-going-beyond-the-noise.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/new-energy-synchrotize.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/standard-technology.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-darkness-is-your-divinity.html
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